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Judges 13-16 Children’s Story 
Samson 

ONE-MAN ARMY 

 A bullet is a bullet, and it doesn’t much matter who pulled the 
trigger if it is heading in your direction. But all swords and spears are 
not the same, and it matters a very great deal who is behind them. 

 We have to work a little bit to understand the old stories. When 
we think about war today, it doesn’t matter very much who is behind 
the buttons and triggers. Well, it does matter and soldiers still have to 
be trained, and any military man would argue with me. But whether 
the person shooting at you is a desk clerk or a great athlete doesn’t 
matter much. Even if it is Jake the Klutz that nobody ever liked at 
school, he can still be deadly behind today’s weapons. 

 But if you put Jake in some armor and give him a sword and 
shield and spear, he might represent almost no threat at all, even if 
you tried to train him. If you have a whole army full of “Jakes” with 
their armor, swords, shields, and spears, it might look impressive, 
but there might not be very much there when the fighting begins. 

 So the person behind a sword or spear might matter a whole lot. 
In the past, if the name was Achilles or Paris or Cyrano or d’Artagnan 
or Lancelot or Joshua or David, then you were in BIG trouble. Very big! 

 In the old days, all athletics were about war games and fighting. 
One great athlete (warrior) could change the outcome of a battle. The 
biggest army did not always win. Very often the army with the most 
or the most outstanding athletes won. On occasion an entire army 
seemed to revolve around the prowess of one man, as with Goliath 
of the Philistines. 

 But today we have a story about an athlete so amazing that he 
was himself a one-man-army. As much as we can tell from the stories, 
he fought alone. I cannot really understand or imagine it. For forty 
years, the Philistines had been in control of the whole area. The Hebrew 
people lived up in the hills and it was too much trouble to capture all 
of their villages, but the Philistines controlled the area and took money 
and food from the Hebrews any time they wanted. The Hebrews felt 
almost like slaves. The word for it is “vassals.” 

 Then Samson came along and single-handedly defied the 
Philistines. That is, Samson made the Philistines afraid to come into 
Hebrew territory anymore or to take their crops or goods. Anything 
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the Philistines did to the Hebrews, Samson would repay ten times over. 
After a while, the Philistines were afraid to molest the Hebrews. Samson 
always chose his place and time, but they could not overcome him. 
So Samson stood between his people and Philistine domination. He 
was a one-man army. Because of Samson, the Hebrew people enjoyed 
relative peace and prosperity for about twenty years. Can you imagine 
how important Samson’s fighting ability must have seemed to his 
people? People were happy again and the children laughed and played 
again. If anything happened to Samson or if he lost a single fight, they 
would all be right back under bondage to the Philistines. 

 It’s nice to win a gold medal for your country. But in Samson’s 
day, if you did not win, you were probably dead and everybody in your 
whole country suffered for it. Hard games. It is still that way more 
than most people realize. How you live determines the quality of life in 
your family, in your church, in your school, at work, and in the whole 
nation. But we don’t talk about that kind of thing much anymore. 

 Anyway, the Bible story does not tell us everything that Samson 
did for twenty years. It just records a few of the most famous incidents, 
and even these seem to be a little overblown with fable and legend. 
In any case, I hope you and your parents have been telling the story 
and talking about it, and that you know about Samson’s wife, the 
riddles, the three hundred foxes, the jawbone of the donkey, and 
the gates of Gaza. 

 What I want you to remember today is that behind every 
important story, there are many unseen things. Samson’s mother 
and his father, for instance. Even before he was born, they had been 
told by a special messenger from God that Samson would be special. 
His mother was to eat a special ritual diet all through her pregnancy, 
and Samson was to keep special vows from the time he was born and 
all through his life. 

 Samson’s parents had to explain to him from the time he was 
small that he had to be different and live under special disciplines 
that other children did not have to worry about. Well, you can imagine 
some of their conversations. Samson grew up knowing he was special, 
knowing God had a purpose for him, knowing he had to be in training 
all the time. His long hair was only one of the signs of his special 
discipline and of his special dedication to God. 
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 Sometimes, when a person has special abilities, that person 
begins to think they have a right to special treatment. Or maybe 
they think they don’t have to keep all the rules that other people are 
supposed to keep. Here was Samson, protecting the whole Jewish 
nation. Surely he had a right to a few personal pleasures. Not only 
that, he was so disciplined in most areas of his life, surely there 
could be one area where he could do as he pleased. 

 Sometimes, if you have been especially good, do you think 
you deserve a special reward? It was against his Nazarite vows, but 
Samson decided he should be able to make love with any woman he 
wanted. It was small enough reward, he thought, for all he was doing. 
(“For all you do, this buddy is for you.”) 

 If we have imagined how much the Hebrew people appreciated 
Samson’s protection, we can also imagine how much the Philistines 
wanted to be rid of him. Over the many years of Samson’s prowess, 
they tried everything they could think of. They were always thinking 
and studying to come up with some plan that might work to defeat him. 

 Eventually they figured out Samson’s weakness: women. So they 
chose their best seductress, Delilah the Dainty. Or maybe Samson and 
Delilah already knew each other, and the Philistine lords simply went 
to appeal to Delilah’s patriotism to help deliver them from their greatest 
enemy. They also offered her some money, enough to keep Delilah 
living in luxury for about five hundred years. 

 In any case, you know that Delilah eventually learned from 
Samson that his long hair was the symbol and sign of his special vows 
to God, and that this in turn was the secret of his great strength. 

 So the lords of the Philistines shaved off Samson’s locks while he 
slept in Delilah’s lap. When Samson realized that his bond with God 
was broken, he became as weak as a normal man. Then the Philistines 
were able to tie him up, and they gouged out his eyes and set him to 
grinding at the mill in the prison – that is, he would push the beam 
that turned the great millstone, like an ox or a donkey would usually 
do. On special feast days, the Philistines would bring the blind Samson 
out for public display, where they could taunt him, hit him, compliment 
themselves on how they had overcome this great enemy, and feel safer. 

 Meanwhile, of course, Samson’s people were suffering too. With 
Samson unable to protect them, the Hebrews were beaten and pillaged 
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and made poor and miserable, as in the former days. None of the 
children could play or get presents or have any fun because everybody 
was so afraid and poor. 

 Meanwhile, back in the prison in Gaza, Samson did not say 
anything. There was not a lot to say. He had done this to himself: 
he had forsaken his vows; he had wandered farther and farther from 
God until the bond itself was broken. So Samson did not say anything. 
He just kept pushing that millstone round and round. But on the 
inside, Samson had gone back to God. Finally he could feel the bond 
growing again, just like his hair was. 

 One day the Philistines had a great festival in Gaza. The lords of 
the five cities, with all their attendants and ladies and friends, came to 
the great temple of Dagon in Gaza to celebrate. The place was packed, 
and naturally they wanted Samson there to be humiliated. But after 
Samson proved how blind and helpless he was, they forgot about him 
after a while. A young boy was in charge of leading him around. With 
the lad’s help, Samson got his hands on the main pillars that held up 
the temple. It occurred to no one that Samson was still a threat. Even 
if they had known what he was thinking, they would only have laughed. 

 Then Samson called upon the name of the Lord again, as he had 
done in former days when he was still young and true. Spirit touched 
muscle in a will that had only one focus. “Purity of heart is to will one 
thing.” (Sören Kierkegaard) And Samson brought those pillars down. 
The Bible simply says, “The dead whom he slew at his death were 
more than those whom he had slain during his life.” 

 So ends the story of Israel’s one-man army. And if you have 
listened to the story well, you have learned three very important things: 

1.) Pay attention to what your parents teach you about 
who you are and how you should live. (They do not know 
everything, but they know a lot more than you do.) 

2.) Remember your God, always. Even when you don’t feel 
like it. Especially if you are beginning to feel quite 
successful. 

3.) It is not just about what happens to you. If you go wrong, 
other people will always suffer too. Life is never just about 
what we want. It is also about what is good for our people. 
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Judges 16:4-22 Sermon 
Samson 

ROMEO OR RAMBO 

 I do not see the Bible as essentially a book of moralisms. 
Primarily I find within it the historical traces of the human awareness 
of God’s vast and sweeping love for human beings. It culminates in a 
Gospel which is almost antithetical to mere moralisms. That is, it is 
not a book of rules; it is the announcement that we are God’s beloved 
children, and it is the invitation to relationship with God no matter 
what we have done or where we have been. That is the core Message 
of the Christ and the Cross: God still wants to be friends with us. 
We may not be through being enemies with God, or we may be too shy 
or ashamed to believe it. But God still wants to relate in love with us. 
God still wants good for us. 

 No matter what your brand of imperfection or your individual 
struggle with evil is, the Holy Spirit of God in Christ is tracking you, 
trying to make contact, offering forgiveness, trying to talk with you 
about who you really are and why you are here, and inviting you into 
the Pilgrimage of redemption and sanctification. That is the Good News 
in Jesus Christ. 

 So what has that got to do with a big, dumb, strongman named 
Samson? And why have I sent your children off with moralisms, 
saying: 

1.) Obey your parents. 

2.) Remember God. 

3.) Eat your Wheaties. (Well, what I really told them was 
“Be a responsible member of your faith community – 

your people.”) 

 If those are not moralisms, you never heard any, right? They 
happen to be very good moralisms. Some children must learn to not 
listen to their parents, but for the most part, children stay safer and 
grow better if they do learn to listen to and obey their parents. Most 
parents do try in some fashion to instill in their children whatever 
values they have found themselves. Parents are the carriers and 
transmitters of the culture in which they live, and if that culture has 
survived for very long, it has some faith in it somewhere. Parents who 
do not transmit values or behavior patterns are certainly helping to 
destroy civilization, not to mention faith. 
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 Samson is the story of a man who went against his parents’ 
teaching and against the tradition in which he was raised, and it did 
not work out well for him. The moralism is clearly there on purpose 
for anyone who is willing to take it. The story is loved and used 
generation after generation precisely because it helps to make 
this point. 

 Of course, some of us are too intelligent, too erudite, too 
intellectually superior to be fooled by the simple story. For instance, 
it has a very limited and narrow-minded view: It doesn’t take into 
consideration the Philistine point of view. It doesn’t even mention the 
Egyptians or the Babylonians, which was where the real action was. 
And who is to say that the worship of Dagon was inferior to the 
worship of Yahweh? Or maybe there are no gods and it doesn’t matter 
whether Samson won or the Philistines won; it’s just a matter of 
chance, without plan or purpose. Que sera, sera. 

 Having freed ourselves from local prejudice and petty belief 
systems, we are free to say that it doesn’t matter if we or our children 
end up blind, in bondage, pushing some great millstone around an 
endless circle at someone else’s whim. Quite frankly, it doesn’t take 
much imagination to see that this is exactly what many of the people 
we know are spending most of their lives doing. (Blind, in bondage, 
pushing the millstone around in an endless circle.) 

 Is it because they have left the ways their parents tried to teach 
them? Is it because their parents gave them no Way in which to walk? 
Is it because they do not have a people or a tradition to be a part of or 
to care about or to want to protect? Possibly so. Probably so, in some 
cases. 

 Anyway, enough about the children. What about Samson for 
adults? That is a little too ambitious, but I can tell you some of what 
I think about him. 

 Samson was strong because he believed God had made him 
strong. The Nazarite vow from his birth had set up a belief structure 
similar to the power of a hypnotic suggestion. That is, Samson’s trust 
in his physical prowess was absolute, and it was invested in a power 
outside himself. I think this created something like a total integration. 

 In the face of a difficult physical feat, I might wonder about my 
abilities and worry that I might not be able to manage it. That cuts 
power tremendously. By the time all the inner voices get through 
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arguing, it’s a wonder if I can do anything at all. Not so with Samson. 
Samson knew God could manage it, and he believed that God would 
invest him with the power to protect Israel against the Philistines. 
His power was not cut with doubt or worry or fear. Until his faith was 
broken, he was, in a sense, inhuman in his strength and as a fighting 
machine. 

 The question for us adults is this: When and in what area of our 
lives are we finally going to put our whole trust in God? Presumably 
we do not want to be like Samson, but we can learn something from 
him, if we are willing. 

 Other questions that trouble some of us: Could God have had 
anything to do with this Old Testament Rambo? Would God really 
have sent the angel and set this up, or was this just a string of 
human errors that ended up having an interesting result? 

 Of course, I do not know for sure. But I do not have a lot of faith 
in human error and blind circumstance, like some of my friends seem 
to. So I suspect that it was important to God’s future plans that Israel 
survive, and it was looking somewhat shaky. Lots of people are sure 
God would not deal on such levels or with such realities. I have not 
seen God’s book of rules, but Samson is very real to me, and I confess 
I think God was right in the middle of it. 

 Finally, some adults do not like Samson’s story because he is so 
stupid – a big, dumb jerk. The way the story is told, nobody could fail 
to see through Delilah’s wiles. But maybe she was not as obvious as 
the storyteller makes her seem. I also wonder at Samson’s behavior 
with Delilah. But when I think of some of the men I have known and 
what they have done for what they call “love,” it makes the story 
believable again. 

 So what are the obvious moralisms for adults? Control your 
passions, and never trust a woman. That is what has most often been 
derived from this story. Nazarite vows were a serious effort to restrain 
the carnal nature. I wouldn’t know myself, of course, but I am told 
that if a person exerts severe discipline over desires without a matching 
spiritual development, the natural desires are very likely to erupt at 
some point in a very destructive manner. Or sometimes one of them 
will break out as if with a vengeance for all the others still chained 
within. 
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 There are other moralism options. One is that Samson was not 
stupid but proud. His name means “little sun.” Maybe he got too cocky. 
Maybe he decided he was experienced enough and good enough on his 
own now and did not need God or the Nazarite vows anymore. He let 
Delilah cut off his locks, not believing it would have any effect on him. 
He had come of age; he had made it on his own. The story even says 
he arose expecting to shake them off as before. The story may be 
about pride rather than stupidity. At least that gets my vote. 

 A third option, less likely but more fun, is that Little Sun and 
Dainty One really did love each other. Romeo finally met his match 
and he and Juliet really did love each other, but their people were 
enemies. The tragic warfare between their two peoples eventually 
destroyed their love. Of course, then we get a Greek tragedy, with 
Delilah caught between her love for Samson and her loyalty to her 
people, and Samson so torn between his obligations to his people and 
his love for Delilah that he doesn’t care anymore what happens to 
him. (No representative of either nation would tell the story this way, 
but it would be a fun movie script.) 

 What I would leave you with is what I left the children with: 
Samson reminds us that we are never alone. We can never decide 
for ourselves alone. If we blunder, our people suffer too. If we stay 
faithful, our people are blessed. Life is never just about what we want. 
It is also about what is good for our people. 

 Sometimes that truth is too heavy to bear. It is nonetheless true. 
That also is why we are so grateful for the coming of Jesus Christ. 
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